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Nominal AC output voltage and 

frequency 

415V, 3 Phase, 50 Hz (In case single phase 

inverters are offered, suitable arrangement 

for balancing the phases must be made.) 

Output frequency 50 Hz 

Grid Frequency Synchronization 

range 

+ 3 Hz or more 

Ambient temperature considered -20o C to 50o C 

Humidity 95 % Non-condensing 

Protection of Enclosure IP-20(Minimum) for indoor. 

IP-65(Minimum) for outdoor. 

Grid Frequency Tolerance range + 3 or more 

Grid Voltage tolerance -0.20.15 

No-load losses Less than 1% of rated power 

Inverter efficiency(minimum) >93% (In case of 10 kW or above with in- built 

galvanic isolation) 

>97%   (In   case   of 10 KW or above without 

in-built galvanic isolation) 

Inverter efficiency (minimum) > 90% (In case of less than 10 kW) 

THD < 3% 

PF > 0.9 

 

a. Three phase PCU/ inverter shall be used with each power plant system (10kW 

and/or above) but in case of less than 10kW single phase inverter can be used. 
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b. PCU / inverter shall be capable of complete automatic operation including wake-

up, synchronization &shutdown. 

c. The output of power factor of PCU inverter is suitable for all voltage ranges or sink 

of reactive power, inverter should have internal protection arrangement against 

any sustainable fault in feeder line and against the lightning on feeder. 

d. Built-in meter and data logger to monitor plant performance through external 

computer shall be provided. 

e. Anti-islanding (Protection against Islanding of grid): The PCU shall have anti 

islanding protection in conformity to IEEE 1547/UL 1741/ IEC 62116 or equivalent 

BIS standard. 

f. Channel Partner shall be responsible for galvanic isolation of solar roof top power 

plant (>100kW) with electrical grid or LT panel. 

g. In PCU/Inverter, there shall be a direct current isolation provided at the output by 

means of a suitable isolating transformer. If Isolation Transformer is not 

incorporated with PCU/Inverter, there shall be a separate Isolation Transformer 

of suitable rating provided at the output side of PCU/PCU units for capacity more 

than 100kW. 

h. The PCU/ inverter generated harmonics, flicker, DC injection limits, Voltage 

Range, Frequency Range and Anti-Islanding measures at the point of connection 

to the utility services should follow the latest CEA (Technical Standards for 

Connectivity Distribution Generation Resources) Guidelines. 

i. The power conditioning units / inverters should comply with applicable IEC/ 

equivalent BIS standard for efficiency measurements and environmental tests as 

per standard codes IEC 61683/IS 61683 and IEC 60068-2 (1,2,14,30)/ Equivalent 

BIS Std. 

j. The MPPT units environmental testing should qualify IEC 60068-2 (1, 2, 14, 30)/ 

Equivalent BIS std. The junction boxes/ enclosures should be IP 65 (for outdoor)/ 

IP 54 (indoor) and as per IEC 529specifications. 

k. The PCU / inverters should be tested from the MNRE approved test 

centres/NABL/BIS/IECaccreditedtesting-calibrationlaboratories.Incase of imported 

power conditioning units; these should be approved by international test houses. 
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 INTEGRATION OF PV POWER WITH GRID:- 

a. The output power from SPV would be fed to the inverters which converts DC 

produced by SPV array to AC and feeds it into the main electricity grid after 

synchronization. In case of grid failure, or low or high voltage, solar PV system shall be 

out of synchronization and shall be disconnected from the grid. Once the DG set 

comes into service, PV system shall again be synchronized with DG supply and load 

requirement would be met to the extent of availability of power. 4 pole isolation of 

inverter output with respect to the grid/ DG power connection need to be provided. 

 REMOTE MONITORING SYSTEM:- 

a. Data Acquisition System shall be provided for each of the solar PV plant above 10 kWp 

capacity. 

b. Data Logging Provision for plant control and monitoring, time and date stamped 

system data logs for analysis with the high quality, suitable PC. Metering and 

Instrumentation for display of systems parameters and status indication to be 

provided. 

c. The following parameters are accessible via the operating interface display in real 

time separately for solar power plant: 

I. AC Voltage. 

II. AC Output current. 

III. Output Power 

IV. Power factor. 

V. DC Input Voltage. 

VI. DC Input Current 

VII. Time Active. 

VIII. Time disabled. 

IX. Time Idle. 

X. Power produced 

XI. Protective function limits (Viz-AC Over voltage, AC Under voltage, Over frequency, 

Under frequency ground fault, PV starting voltage, PV stopping voltage. 
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d. All major parameters available on the digital bus and logging facility for energy 

auditing through the internal microprocessor and read on the digital front panel at 

any time) and logging facility (the current values, previous values for up to a month 

and the average values) should be made available for energy auditing through the 

internal microprocessor and should be read on the digital front panel. 

e. PV array energy production: Digital Energy Meters to log the actual value of AC/ DC 

voltage, Current & Energy generated by the PV system provided. Energy meter along 

with CT/PT should be of 0.5 accuracy class. 

f. Computerized DC String/Array monitoring and AC output monitoring shall be provided 

as part of the inverter and/or string/array combiner box or separately. 

g. String and array DC Voltage, Current and Power, Inverter AC output voltage and 

current (All 3 phases and lines), AC power (Active, Reactive and Apparent), Power Factor 

and AC energy (All 3 phases and cumulative) and frequency shall be monitored. 

h. Computerized AC energy monitoring shall be in addition to the digital AC energy 

meter. 

i. The data shall be recorded in a common work sheet chronologically date wise. The 

data file shall be MS Excel compatible. The data shall be represented in both tabular 

and graphical form. 

j. The EoI holders shall be obligated to push real-time plant monitoring data on a 

specified intervals (say 15 minute) through open protocol at receiver location (cloud 

server) in XML/JSON format, preferably. Suitable provision in this regard will be 

intimated to the EoI holders. 

 TRANSFORMER “IF REQUIRED” & METERING:- 

a. Dry/oil type relevant kVA, 11kV/415V, 50 Hz Step up along with all protections, 

switchgears, Vacuum circuit breakers, cables etc. along with required civil work. 

b. The bi-directional electronic energy meter (0.5 S class) shall be installed for the 

measurement of import/Export of energy. 

c. The EoI holder must take approval/NOC from the Concerned DISCOM for the 

connectivity, technical feasibility, and synchronization of SPV plant with distribution 

network before commissioning of SPV plant. 
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d. Reverse power relay shall be provided by EoI holder (if necessary), as per the local 

DISCOM requirement. 

 POWER CONSUMPTION: 

a. Regarding the generated power consumption, priority need to give for internal 

consumption first and thereafter any excess power can be exported to grid. 

Finalization of tariff is not under the purview of MEDA or MNRE. Decisions of 

appropriate authority like DISCOM, state regulator may be followed. 

 PROTECTIONS:- 

a. The system should be provided with all necessary protections like earthings, 

Lightning, and grid islanding as follows: 

 LIGHTNING PROTECTION:- 

a. The SPV power plants shall be provided with lightning &overvoltage protection. The 

main aim in this protection shall be to reduce the over voltage to a tolerable value 

before it reaches the PV or other sub system components. The source of over voltage 

can be lightning, atmosphere disturbances etc The entire space occupying the SPV 

array shall be suitably protected against Lightning by deploying required number of 

Lightning Arrestors. Lightning protection should be provided as per IEC 62305 

standard. The protection against induced high-voltages shall be provided by the use of 

metal oxide varistors (MOVs) and suitable earthing such that induced transients find 

an alternate route to earth. 

 SURGE PROTECTION:- 

a. Internal surge protection shall consist of three MOV type surge-arrestors connected 

from +ve and –ve terminals to earth (via Y arrangement). 

 EARTHING PROTECTION:- 

a. Each array structure of the PV yard should be grounded/ earthed properly as per 

IS:3043-1987. In addition the lighting arrester/masts should also be earthed inside the 

array field. Earth Resistance shall be tested in presence of the representative of 

Department/MEDA as and when required after earthing by calibrated earth tester. 

PCU, ACDB and DCDB should also be earthed properly. 
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b. Earth resistance shall not be more than 5 ohms. It shall be ensured that all the 

earthing points are bonded together to make them at the same potential. 

 GRID ISLANDING:- 

a. In the event of a power failure on the electric grid, it is required that any independent 

power-producing inverters attached to the grid turn off in ashortperiod of time. This 

prevents the DC-to-AC inverters from continuing to feed power into small sections of the grid, 

known as “Islands.” Powered Islands present a risk to workers who may expect the area to be 

unpowered, and they may also damage grid-tied equipment. The Rooftop PV system shall be 

equipped with islanding protection. In addition to disconnection from the grid (due to 

islanding protection) disconnection due to under and over voltage conditions shall also be 

provided. 

b. A manual disconnect 4-pole isolation switch beside automatic disconnection to grid 

would have to be provided at utility end to isolate the grid connection by the utility 

personnel to carry out any maintenance. This switch shall be locked by the utility 

personnel. 

 CABLES:- 

a. Cables of appropriate size to be used in the system shall have the following 

characteristics: 

a. Shall meet IEC 60227/IS 694, IEC 60502/IS1554standards 

b. Temp. Range: –10oC to+80oC. 

c. Voltage rating660/1000V 

d. Excellent resistance to heat, cold, water, oil, abrasion, UV radiation 

e. Flexible 

f. Sizes of cables between array interconnections, array to junction boxes, junction 

boxes to Inverter etc. shall be so selected to keep the voltage drop (power loss) of 

the entire solar system to the minimum (2%) 

g. For the DC cabling, XLPE or, XLPO insulated and sheathed, UV- stabilized single 

core multi-stranded flexible copper cables shall be used; Multi-core cables shall 

not be used. 
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h. For the AC cabling, PVC or, XLPE insulated and PVC sheathed single or, multi-core 

multi-stranded flexible copper cables shall be used; Outdoor AC cables shall have 

a UV-stabilized outer sheath. 

i. The cables (as per IS) should be insulated with a special grade PVC compound 

formulated for outdoor use. Outer sheath of cables shall be electron beam cross-

linked XLPO type and black in color. 

j. The DC cables from the SPV module array shall run through a UV- stabilized PVC 

conduit pipe of adequate diameter with a minimum wall thickness of1.5mm. 

k. Cables and wires used for the interconnection of solar PV modules shall be 

provided with solar PV connectors (MC4) and couplers. 

l. All cables and conduit pipes shall be clamped to the rooftop, walls and ceilings 

with thermo-plastic clamps at intervals not exceeding 50 cm; the minimum DC 

cable size shall be 4.0 mm2 copper; the minimum AC cable size shall be 4.0 mm2 

copper. In three phase systems, the size of the neutral wire size shall be equal to 

the size of the phase wires. 

m. Cable Routing / Marking: All cable/wires are to be routed in a GI cable tray and 

suitably tagged and marked with proper manner by good quality ferule or by 

other means so that the cable easily identified. In addition, cable drum no. / Batch 

no. to be embossed/ printed at every one meter. 

n. Cable Jacket should also be electron beam cross-linked XLPO, flame retardant, UV 

resistant and black in color. 

o. All cables and connectors for use for installation of solar field must be of solar 

grade which can withstand harsh environment conditions including High 

temperatures, UV radiation, rain, humidity, dirt, salt, burial and attack by moss and 

microbes for 25 years and voltages as per latest IEC standards. DC cables used from solar 

modules to array junction box shall be solar grade copper (Cu) with XLPO insulation and 

rated for 1.1kV as per relevant standards only. 

p. The ratings given are approximate. EoI holder to indicate size and length as per 

system design requirement. All the cables required for the plant shall be provided 

by the EoI holder. Any change in cabling sizes if desired by the EoI holder shall be 


